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Name:  _key_
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE 205 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you with solving the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 120 minutes or the 
end of the day, whatever comes first then to submission on Canvas will close. In that case email this test to the instructor  and accept a 2 point late 
submission penalty for the each started hour counting from Canvas reported start time. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Question 1 – Digital IO and Binary operations using C (20pts.)
Question 1A (10pts.)
Write a piece of code that does certain operations on the given variable uint8_t data; so that certain 
bits are set off, on, and shifted as indicated by the following diagram.  Dn indicates the value of the nth 
bit in the original state data where D0 is the least significant bit.  Correct solution that requires only one 
formula without temporary variables or if-else statements will receive full credit.  
Using arithmetic operations like * / + - may also produce the result but will not receive any credit. 

before Old D7 Old D6 Old D5 Old D4 Old D3 Old D2 Old D1 Old D0

after Old D7 Old D6 Old D5 Old D4 Old D1 Old D0 1 1

data = _(data & 0b11110000) | ((data << 2) & 0b00001100) | 0b00000011_ ;

//       1    2 3           4   5    6  7  8 9          10 11

Question 1B (6pts.)

Implement the following functionality for a hypothetical 8-bit Atmega : If PortA Pin 0 is set as input 

then switch on pull-up resistor.  Otherwise, let it be.. Do not make changes to the remaining pins.

void test3q1B() {

    if ( _(DDRA & 0b00000001)==0_ )  _PORTA = PORTA | 0b00000001_ ;

} //         1    2 3                   4             5 6

Question 1C (4pts.)

Lookup in the Atmega328P data sheet which pins are associated with External interrupts 0 and 

External Interrupt 1.  (Note: External Interrupt is not the same as Pin Changed Interrupt.)

Answer: Port _D_ Pin _2_ And Port _D_ Pin _3_ .
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-- the end of question 1 -- 
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Question 2 – Understanding UART (20pts.)
Question 2A (5pts.)
We are sending two characters using UART.  
The transmission parameters are: 9600 bits per second, 8 data bits, no parity check, and 1 stop bit. 
Use ASCII table or alternatively the following facts: ‘A’==6510==0x41. ‘a’==9710==0x61. 
The   data   send is   the sequence of characters   ‘O’ ‘k’  . 
These characters are received on the other side as numbers.  What values   are received  ?  
(Use decimal, hex, or binary notation, whichever is more convenient.)

The values are: _79, 107_or_0x4F, 0x6B_or_0b01001111, 0b01101011_

Question 2B (5pts.)
How much time does it take to send 10 eight-bit characters using Serial Communication UART (or RS-
232C) assuming transmission 19,200bps, 8 bit transmission, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity, and no 
flow control?  Show your work to get full credit.

Answer: _5.2_ ms. //  ( 10*(1+8+1)b/(19200b/s)  * 1000ms/1s  == 5.208 ms

Question 2C (5pts.)
Assume an 8-bit Atmega microcontroller.  How to perform a check if a character is already received by 
UART0 accessing directly SFR.  Provide the answer below as the condition of an if statement:

if ( _0 != (UCSR0A & 1<<UDRE0)_ ) read_from_UART();

Question 2D (5pts.)
In case of HAL used in our course examples and programs developed in class:  
What happens when calling the function uart0_getc() is attempted and no data is received yet?
Answer by erasing all incorrect answers from among ones listed below:

1. The function waits until one byte is received and then returns it immediately.

2.   The function waits until an entire line followed by \n is received and then returns the first 
byte.

3.   The function return immediately with the same value as when it was called before.

4.   The function returns immediately a negative number to indicate that there is no data 
available.

-- the end of question 2D -- 
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Question 3 – A/D and D/A (20pts.)
Question 3A (5pts.)
What is the resolution in millivolts of a 12-bit A/D converter that uses 5V reference voltage? 

Answer: _1.22_ mV.  That is because …5000mV / 212

Question 3B (5pts.)
An 8-bit A/D converter of a resolution of 19.5 mV is connected to a CO2 sensor that produces signal in 
the range 0 to 3.3V.  Assuming What is the accuracy of the measured acceleration?  Show your work.

Answer: _0.59_ %.  That is because …19.5/3300 * 100%

Question 3C (5pts.)
In case of an 8-bit Atmega family of microcontrollers, there is a DAC inside of the ADC circuit. Explain 
briefly the reason for the existence of that DAC or in other words, what its role is in ADC conversion. 

See textbook page 428.

Question 3D (5pts.)
The following code fragment came from Atmega328P microcontroller code.  The ADC is set up to 
provide the results using left-justified 10-bit number inside of a 16-bit variable.  The reference voltage 
is set to the microcontroller power supply voltage which is 5000 mV.  Complete the code fragment that 
converts the ADC result to voltage in millivolts.  It is possible to do everything in one line.  However, 
add/modify more lines of code if needed.  

-- the code fragment starts below --

const uint16_t vref = 5000;

uint16_t adc_bin =   getADC()  ; 

                 // Note: the result above is followed by six zeros bits!

uint16_t adc_mv  = _  (uint32_t)(adc_bin >> 6 ) * 5000UL / 0x03FF   _   ;

// forgot to change the bit alignment to right, i.e. “>> 6” -2p.

// ORDER MATTERS! a * b / c is not the same as a * (c / b) nor a / c * b -5p

// forgot to use the ADC result (yes, it did happen a few times!!!) -5p.

// do remember to prevent numerical overflow

-- the end of the code fragment --

-- the end of question 3 -- 
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Question 4 (20pts.)
Assume use of an Atmega328P 16-bit counter with the modified system clock   of   1MHz  .  The project 
requires the control of a servomotor like the one in your recent homework assignment.  fPWM=50Hz or 
TPWM=20,000µs, tup,min=500µs, tup,max=2500µs.  We would like to have have the ability to have 
approximately 21 equally spaced servomotor positions, which translates to the timing resolution of 
approximately 20 PWM levels with time “on” between tup,min and tup,max.  Designing for unnecessarily 
high resolution is sub-optimal.

Design Answers:

The PWM resolution in terms of µs _100_  µs . // (2500-500)/20

The PWM resolution in terms of % _0.5_  % . // 100 / 20000 * 100%

The PWM counter range _200_ . // 100% / 0.5%

The PWM counter data type uint8_t . //

The counter value for min. Position _5_ . // 500 / 100

The counter value for max. Position _25_ . // 2500 / 100

The Timer Interrupt frequency is _10,000_ Hz. // 1 / 100 µs = 1 / 0.0001 = 10,000hZ

The best Atmega328P prescaler is _1_ . // 1e6/10E3 = 100 < 65536

The value of the Output Compare A is _99_ . // 1e6/10E3 -1 = 99

The max clock cycles spent in Tint is _100_ . // 100  µs / (1/1000000) = 100, 
 that is including jumping to INT and return

-- the end of question 4 -- 
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Question 5 (20pts.)
This question assesses your understanding of the provided code that you very likely have used in your 
homework assignment or generated your code of similar nature.   The provided timer compare and 
reset interrupt callback function provided below implements software-generated PWM.  Please fill in 
the blanks.  Depending on the logic behind your code, it possible but rather unlikely that a blank may 
need to remain empty.  For the sake of compactness/to reduce the number of lines of code some good 
coding practices may  have been suspended.

#include whatever-is-necessary
// a 1 byte variable that is accessed both in the interrupt and in the main

#define PWM_RESOLUTION 400U

_volatile_ _uint16_t_ pwm_desired;

_void_ Timer1CallBackFN () { 

  // note: uninitialized global variables are initialized to 0

  _static_ _uint16_t_ pwm_current; 

  _static_ _uint16_t_ pwm_count;

  if ( _pwm_count_ _>_ _0_ pwm_count--; // or >= 1

// note: > 1 may be OK, see below

  else {

    _pwm_count_ = _PWM_RESOLUTION - 1_ ;

// note: use either (PWM_RESOLUTION–1)..0 or PWM_RESOLUTION..1

    pwm_current = _pwm_desired_ ;

  }

  if ( pwm_count _<_ _pwm_current_ ) setPWMpin( _1_ /* 0 or 1 */ ); 

  else setPWMpin( _0_ /* 0 or 1 */ );

// note: reverse 0 and 1 if >= is used, > is ok when no 0% duty cycle used

}

-- the end of question 5 -- 

End of the Test
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